Known as “Old Pushbroom,” he spent 40 years on his crusade

By Jason Buch

DURING a 1947 trip to Switzerland, Otto Philip “O.P.” Schnabel wrote a much-quoted letter to a friend back in San Antonio that would alter the way residents of this city and across the state viewed beautification, littering and personal responsibility.

“I resolve to dedicate myself to work towards making San Antonio the cleanest and most beautiful city in America,” Schnabel wrote in a recent dinner with writer Paul Thompson.

Schnabel was so well-known he received letters and visits from the country's leading politicians.

“O.P. Pushbroom,” as he was affectionately called, was a driving force and one of the founding fathers of the Beautify Texas movement.

His legacy extended well beyond San Antonio. Schnabel became the founding president of the Beautify Texas Council, created to prepare the state for 1968’s HemisFair.

“He wasn’t above hanging a miniature trash can on every corner downtown,” said Stan Weik, a San Antonio native who’s now the city manager of San Antonio.

Today, Schnabel’s legacy lives on in ways too many to count, from San Antonio native who's now the city manager of San Antonio.

“Mr. Cleanup,” “Mr. Beautifier,” “Mr. Environment,” he was called, his name still adorns a park named after him on the Northwest Side.
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